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Perceiver Element Grids (PEG) (Procter 2002, 2008, 2009, in press)
A PEG consists of a table which examines the way a set of people construe themselves and each of the others, and 
can be completed individually and then shared, or as a group exercise. This approach has been used extensively both 
clinically and in research (children and families, autism, ADHD) and it reveals data on the core dynamics of group
situations.

Applying PEG to the experience of living with IPD
The Stranger: The notion of the Stranger is taken from an anonymous article by a woman with children at risk of  
Huntington’s Disease and has over the years made sense to many people at risk of IPD. The Stranger was included 
as both a perceiver and an element to be construed on each person’s PEG, to gain a broad picture of its role in 
interpersonal family relationships.
Personification of the Stranger is one way to help access construing about issues not easily put into words, and the 
uses of non verbal techniques is another. In order to further facilitate and display the experience of being at risk, 
participants were invited to select a button to depict how they construe The Stranger (Table 1), and Clinical Trials 
(Tables 2 and 3).

Discussion
The pilot study underway has collected data reflecting the enormous burden of this disease in family affected by the 
P102L mutation causing Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker disease. They are not currently caring, but anticipate the 
care of one of the participants.
Extensive data throwing light on the impact of IPD on everyday family relationships is currently being collated.
Hypotheses to be tested in this pilot study:
• What is the range of approaches individuals use to embrace The Stranger within this IPD family?
• Attempt to qualify and quantify distress of family members according to their mutation status and relationship to those 
at risk.
• Characterise the implications for what it means to be studied as part of a clinical trial when one is at risk but not yet 
affected by symptoms, and for other members of the family affected directly or indirectly by IPD.

Introduction

Inherited Prion Disease
Given the challenging symptoms, rapid progression, and young age of people affected by inherited prion diseases 
(IPD), there is a very high carer burden. For related carers of people affected by IPD, there is the added dimension of 
being at risk of developing the illness one is witnessing, effectively a preview of ones own death, or the death of your
child or spouse.
Living with this risk is not confined to the period of caregiving, but is lifelong and exacerbated by the issue of prion 
infectivity. The burden of informing health professionals, dentists and others in the interests of public safety is a 
daunting task for which there is little support or guidance.
Elam et al (2011) report that participants notified of their risk of developing CJD through infected blood commonly 
used the strategy of “pushing it to the back of my mind”. As Kranitz and Simpson point out: “physicians have a natural 
impulse to prolong life, resulting in turning their faces away from death”. Funding is directed towards developing 
medical treatments, yet “having a family member diagnosed with IPD presents ongoing questions, fears and anxieties 
about their future and the future of other family members”. This study aims to:
1. Describe the experience of people at risk of IPD and their families
2. Identify the support needs of people at risk of IPD and their families
3. Develop a protocol for supporting people at risk of IPD and their families

Methods

Personal Construct Psychology (PCP) (George Kelly 1955)
PCP is a comprehensive theory of how people go about the process of living and changing; it is not a pathological 
model but applies to people who are well and those struggling with pain, illness, or living with the awareness that they 
may develop IPD. It views behaviour as an active and meaningful choice and not a passive expression of disorder, 
any behaviour makes sense in light of the person’s view of events. It also lends itself to systematic methods to map 
subjective experience, through qualitative grid methodology.

Table 1 - Construing The Stranger (the illness)

Button to depict 
Clinical Trials

What Clinical Trials means to each person, their understanding of it’s role 
& how ‘Clinical Trials’ might see them

The Patient
Clinical Trials represent the holy grail. They could unlock the answers for my kids and myself, a 
bit of treasure and I will pursue every opportunity to find it, as opposed to accepting my situation 

without bothering, waiting for things to happen as opposed to being proactive
Turns a blind eye to the psychological journey (vs acknowledges and finds a way to support it)

Clinical Trials sees itself as ultimately important. There is only one correct view and that is its own 
(vs understanding the broader dynamic at work, ie humans are self aware)

Clinical Trials sees me as a valuable commodity (vs surplus to requirement)

Untested The button reminded me of a pill ... a very clinical button.
There for a purpose and nothing more. Not a flash, all function no form, metalic (vs an earthy, 

warm feeling) It is what it is - clinical.

Clinical Trials sees itself as a necessary process (vs something people want to do)

Clinical Trials sees me as a useful resource with some potential (vs potentially a wasted resource)

Negative 1
Complicated: really important but not something I understand. I like to understand things and see 

the big picture. I understand what they are for but how professionals work with them is outside 
my knowledge. They are separate for everything else. I wish I was more in touch - I go to the 

information days but not much changed. In 10 years there have been huge leaps in understanding 
but no more practically in terms of hope.

Clinical trials sees itself as essential (vs not required)

Clinical Trials sees me as not required (vs an asset)

Negative 2
A star because what they are trying to achieve makes them a star (vs something useless and not 

helpful)

Clinical Trials sees itself as quite rightly very important I suppose (vs irrelevant research)

Clinical Trials sees me as no longer relevant (vs still being able to help)

Table 2 - Construing Clinical Trials Table 3 - Construing Clinical Trials 2

Button to depict 
Clinical Trials Perceiver Elaborated view of each family members’ own and each others’ experience in 

contributing to Clinical Trials

The Patient Patient Makes me raw (vs comforts me). The prospect of developing the illness is brought into 
real life (vs feeling I have some control even though I don’t)

Untested A necessary evil (vs something he looks forward to or enjoys)

Negative 1 Essential but very difficult, hard (vs unhelpful and an easy ride)

Negative 2 The most important thing in his life apart from his family (vs no relevance to family)

Untested
Patient Reticent to be tested but happy to join the trial. Full engagement with research (vs 

sitting on the fence and not going near the issue of personal diagnosis)

Untested It is what it is - clinical

Negative 1 Essential but exhausting (vs an easy ride)

Negative 2 He needs to be aware of them but not entirely comfortable with it (vs being comfortable 
with it)

Negative 1 Patient Very important, happy to engage if required. Worried re my involvement as it makes me 
raw (vs helps me deal with living with my diagnosis)

Untested
She was sure she was positive and that affected her massively. Now she knows she’s 

negative, her focus is on others. There needs to be a sense of urgency and she doesn’t 
get that feeling. It can never be soon enough. Needs to acquire a sense of urgency (vs 

can take its own time)

Negative 1 There have been huge leaps in understanding in 10 years but nothing practically in 
terms of hope. 

Negative 2 Very positive, important involvement with her family (vs irrelevant)

Negative 2
Patient Happy to help (vs not being engaged and unsupportive)

Untested
Would like to be attached to them but can’t grab hold of them (vs something he doesn’t 
want to be a part of/not needed on the trial) One way to deal with all of this when you 
are negative is to be able to do something. The big problem is his loss of control. He 

was not needed and felt lost.

Negative 1 Essential but exhausting (vs an easy ride)

Negative 2 I felt I had to push to be involved in the trial. I am pretty certain if I hadn’t approached 
them they wouldn’t have asked me to be on it. 
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The Person Button to depict 
the illness Elaborated view, as each sees it & as each believes the ‘Stranger’ would see them:

The patient: 
Male, 40 years 

old, tested 
positive four 

years ago, whilst 
still caring for his 

mother.

Massively powerful and pokes me in the back to remind me it is still there (vs able to 
get on with my life)
Intrudes: a relatively new companion in my life (vs able to live life as before)
An older sinister ‘gentleman’ in a smoking jacket sitting in the corner, a bit sneaky.

Emotionless (vs evil and vindictive) I just am (vs a malicious intention)

The Stranger doesnt appreciate the impact when they spring up unannounced (vs 
being more gentle about it)

Untested: 
Younger brother.

A dark figure - I ignore him quite a bit. Not a big part in my life but I know it is there 
(vs my brother’s approach where it is a big part with big impact, or vs ignored 
entirely). I don’t want to become totally immersed in the Stranger’s world

A big effect on peoples lives, directly or indirectly (vs can be let in and out of your life 
at will)

The Stranger sees me as illusive (vs welcoming/accepting of him)

The Person Button to depict 
the illness Elaborated view, as each sees it & as each believes the ‘Stranger’ would see them:

Negative 1: 
Female cousin, 
tested negative 

after many years 
deliberation.

An explosion that impacts on your life in so many ways and areas (vs something that 
comes in gradually and you can get used to)

How clever am I because I have not been beaten (vs curable)

The Stranger sees me as the one that got away (vs to be defeated)

Negative 2: 
Older brother, 

tested negative 
very soon after 

becoming aware 
of this illness in 
his family, and 

whilst still caring 
for his mother.

Non descript, it means nothing to me, I don’t know it, I don’t know who it is (vs is close 
to me and something I can really understand and relate to)

I just can’t relate to it as a person ... If it were a person I would despise it... It can’t hurt 
me, but it has hurt me and may hurt me in the future indirectly. There’s a lot of anger 
in there. But there is also a positive: those 6 people are all closer than most brothers 

and cousins because of it.


